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A Response to Chancellor Gallagher’s
Statement on Sexual Assault in the
University of Pittsburgh | spotlight

Max Chis
On September 21st, the University of Pittsburgh’s Chancellor Patrick Gallagher released a statement on the Association of American Universities (AAU) National Campus
Climate Survey on sexual assault and sexual misconduct.
In the statement, Gallagher said, “The data tells a sobering
story...[and Pitt] has a serious problem with sexual harassment and violence on our campuses.” Although the Chancellor does not indicate what the data specifically says in his
statement, the survey reports unsettling results.
• By their senior year, 23.6 percent of female undergraduates at Pitt reported experiencing non-consensual penetration or sexual touching by force or
incapacitation.
• Fifty-nine percent of female undergraduates indicated they had been victims of sexual harassment.
Thirty-nine percent of male undergraduates said the
same, as did 38 percent of female graduate students
and 27 percent of male undergraduates.
• Seventy-nine percent of victims said sexual harassment had occurred in the last academic year. Twenty-five percent of female graduate students indicated
the offender was a faculty member.
Alongside the high rates of sexual harassment and
violence are dismal numbers about students’ faith in the
university to redress or prevent sexual harassment and
violence.
• Less than 57 percent of female students felt it was
“very or extremely likely” that their safety would be
protected.
• Only 54 percent felt optimistic that campus officials
would conduct a fair investigation. Forty-seven percent thought it was likely that campus officials would
take action against the offender.
• Only 42 percent felt that campus officials would take
action to prevent sexual assault on campus in the
future.
Meanwhile, student knowledge of available resources is
low.
• Only 26 percent of students consider themselves
“very or extremely knowledgeable” about how Pitt
defines sexual assault and sexual misconduct.
• Only 27 percent know where to find help if they or a
friend are victims of sexual assault or sexual misconduct.
These results are staggering, but unsurprising. Sexual
assault and harassment is a commonly regarded issue on
college campuses throughout the United States. Its presence in our educational institutions is nothing less than a
disgrace.
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Gallagher wrote in his statement that the University of
Pittsburgh is already working towards making its campuses
safer:
We have worked to educate and prevent sexual misconduct through tailored programming and
consistent messaging. We launched a campaign
to increase the visibility of the University’s available resources and services. We have significantly
expanded the University’s Title IX office and are currently designing a holistic education, prevention, and
response program for students, faculty and staff. For
example, all new students were required to attend
training on alcohol use, sexual assault, and bystander intervention during New and Transfer Student
Orientation this fall. In addition, nearly 10,800 faculty
and staff have completed a course to provide them
with tools needed to recognize and handle sexual
misconduct.
These measures are valuable, and should not be understated. And Pitt is following through on them, having just
recently hired its first full-time Title IX coordinator. But they
are geared towards preventing further incidents of sexual
assault, and not addressing the damage that sexual assault
has already caused on campus.
Chancellor Gallagher discusses a campaign to increase
visibility of the university’s available resources and services,
but he neglects to discuss the ways Pitt can improve the
quality and quantity of those resources and services themselves. Students already struggle to even schedule appointments with the student health center, while support groups
for sexual assault remain underfunded and understaffed.
I spoke with one student about their* experiences with
sexual assault services on campus. Their account gave a
stark, though anecdotal, insight into how severely unhelpCont. on pg. 3
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The Fourth Wave

The Fourth Wave is a monthly feminist publication produced by Pitt students. Our goal is
to break gender stereotypes, write thoughtful
and informative articles, and empower the oppressed through sharing a collection of diverse
perspectives. We are answering to a need
for a premiere feminist publication on college
campuses.

Trapped in the Schoolyard | opinions
Blake Hubert | guest writer

In the stressful and work-heavy life of a kindergartener, nothing is
more precious than playtime a time to take a break from scheduled
routine, an opportunity to choose your own fun. However, rarely do see
a boy playing house, or a girl playing football - and those who do are
mocked and bullied by their peers. The question is: who decided which
activities were assigned to which gender?
Gender is salient to children. According to Child Encylcopedia, children begin to form their gender identity by the time they are three years
old. Children socialize by encouraging, or discouraging, the behavior of
their peers. They notice when a boy is doing something they normally
Letter from the Editor
see girls do. They are aware that something is different and they assume
I have been a part of The Fourth Wave
it is something to be discouraged.
This causes gender segregation, in which children tend to spend
since its inception in 2014, when it was a
more time with peers of the same gender. When children grow up with
group of about ten animated, opinionated
differing gender cultures, it makes it more difficult for boys and girls to
students with no feminist outlet to express
understand each other’s perspectives in adolescence and adulthood.
themselves. Led by Jessica Zakis, former vice Although children are aware of their difference in gender, it is not natural
president, and Amanda Chan, president and
to assign a gender to their activities. It is something they are taught - and
former editor-in-chief, the club became a place it can be avoided.
for students to learn, flourish, and create.
These women, our founders, are the women to
whom I owe my involvement in Pitt’s feminist
community and in today’s feminist movement.
Jessie and Amanda’s collaborative creation of
the publication Pitt desperately needed filled
that feminism-shaped hole on Pitt’s campus.
In one short month, Jessie and Amanda pulled
together the first issue of this publication, then
called Slutciety. I, as well as the members and
readers of The Fourth Wave, owe Jessie and
Amanda an unimaginable amount of thanks.
This month’s issue, my first as EIC, is dedicated to our lovely founders. Thank you for giving
us this outlet.
Society has a nasty habit of assigning gender to the activities of
- Zoë Hannah
children. Photo from public-domain-image.com/free-images

Feminist Vocab of the Month

For about a year I worked at an after-school daycare program supervising kids from kindergarten to grade five. It was just as simple as
womanism (n): a woman’s rights movement
babysitting 25 kids could be: you make sure they make safe choices,
developed as a reaction to anti-blackness
teach them to solve problems, and provide a fun environment for them
within mainstream feminism
until their parents pick them up. This particular child care program had
me undergo extensive training, and one of the main things I was taught
to look out for was potentially negative stereotyping between the chil“Womanist is to feminist as purple is to
dren. Employees discourage exclusionary behavior and redirect the chillavender.” - Alice Walker
dren in a positive way. Gender segregation is not ignored, but completely
supervised and prevented.
Staff
The practice is effective in creating a safe and nurturing learning
Adviser
environment in which a child can explore activities that interest them.
Dr. Ellen Ruth Bishop
There are even child care facilities that base their entire program on this
phenomenon. Teachers at Nicolaigarden, a preschool in Sweden, avoid
the pronouns “him” and “her” completely. Instead, they refer to their 115
Officers
young students as “friends.” They avoid labeling objects and activities as
Editor-in-Chief Zoë Hannah
masculine or feminine, and teach children that their gender does not dePresident Amanda Chan
fine them. While there are critics of the school’s practices, Lotta Edholm,
Vice President Maddie O’Connell
a deputy mayor responsible for schools explained, “The important thing
Manager Elizabeth Chanatry
is that children, regardless of their sex, have the same opportunities.”
Layout Editor Emily Perdue
To address the ways in which gender defines spheres of work and
culture in adulthood, education must undertake teaching about genShare with us your questions and comder and its larger implications during childhood. Childhood is the age
ments. Tweet us at @the_fourthwave or
at which people internalize these societal roles for gender, which is
why when they grow into adults, they cannot imagine the world without
email us at thefourthwavepitt@gmail.com.
gender and its accompanying restrictions.It may take some time for the
Visit us at thefourthwavepitt.wordpress.
pressure of gender roles to fade from our society, but if we do nothing to
com.
discourage gender segregation in early childhood development, we may
Special thanks to Dr. Bishop for supporting our never reach gender equality in the future.
endeavors.
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A Response to Chancellor Gallagher’s
Statement on Sexual Assault in the
University of Pittsburgh (cont.)

ful the University was when it came to coping with
sexual assault:
It takes a long time to schedule a triage
appointment (it took me nearly a month). …
[Staff] were sympathetic on a basic level but
they would laugh if they thought a certain
mental health issue I had developed seemed
ridiculous and could be quite thoughtless.
… I did not feel like I got anything out of it.
I saw a regular (and expensive) psychiatrist later, and I was diagnosed with several
severe mental illnesses. At Pitt, I got a
moderate depression diagnosis. For whatever reason, my psychiatrist seemed quite
unwilling to diagnose me with more severe
illnesses, although she acknowledged I fit
some of the symptoms.
Increased visibility for student health services
is insufficient if there are not enough resources to
meet the increased visibility, or if the quality of those
services is so inadequate. For psychiatric services
to fail to recognize the seriousness of a person’s
condition, and to act so callously to a survivor, is
unacceptable, even if such treatment only occurred
once. If Gallagher wishes to fully address sexual
harassment and violence on campus, expanding
the resources and quality of student health services, particularly the student counseling services,
is integral.
Because such basic university services for
managing sexual assault are so flawed, it is disheartening that the Chancellor devotes so much
attention in his official response to the responsibility
of students:
...it will take effort and involvement of every
member of the University community to
create an educational environment free from
sexual misconduct…each of us must take
responsibility for our own actions as well as
demonstrate care and support for all members of our community by being responsible
for each other.
What exactly are students expected to do? And
why is it the responsibility of students to do it? Bystander intervention is valuable in preventing sexual
assault, but how are students supposed to be
prepared and able to intervene? Why must students
be constantly on guard against the violation of their
or others’ bodies? Why is preventing sexual assault
dependent on our own vigilance, and not the creation of a space where sexual assault is not tolerated? The responsibility for preventing sexual assault
and harassment, including educating the student
body about what to do, lies on the University, not
just the students alone. Bystander intervention
training is not enough - the University must teach its
students a new culture that dispels sexual assault.
The AAU Survey demonstrates that sexual assault remains pervasive on our campus, and the seriousness of the issue demands an equally serious
response. The University cannot move forward on
this issue by instituting half-hearted policy changes
and dodging responsibility.
*This student prefers to remain anonymous
because of the personal nature of the interview,
including their gender.

Herpes Myths | informative

Emily Lundy | guest writer
Sex education and STD information is extremely important.
We could all use a little myth-busting when it comes to the stigma
around things involving our bodies and sex life. Take herpes, for
example. Most people know that it doesn’t have a cure. But this
knowledge isn’t enough.
While everyone should always practice safe sex, it’s also important to keep things in perspective when it comes to STDs and
the stigmas and rumors associated with them. It’s time to get the
cold hard facts so everyone can experience and enjoy the beauty of
being sexually healthy and knowledgeable.
Here are some common assumptions about Herpes Simplex
Virus (HSV):
1. Herpes never goes away.
Correct, sort of. HSV is just that - a virus. Once you get it, your
immune system keeps the virus and remembers it in order to
fight infections in the future. Essentially, herpes stays with you
the same way a flu virus does. The slight difference is that herpes
may show up physically more than once. Physically, it manifests
itself in cold sores, genital bumps and sores and could be accompanied by flu like symptoms, especially at the start of the first outbreak. It’s quite common for the amount of outbreaks to decrease
over the years and tend to be less severe over time, according to
the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
2. Herpes and cold sores are different.
Wrong-o. HSV 1 is generally categorized as oral herpes or “cold
sores” and HSV 2 is generally categorized as genital herpes.
However, both can appear at either location. Recently, doctors
have been avoiding the “type 1 or 2” labeling and, instead, call
it “oral herpes” or “genital herpes” according the location of the
outbreak. Either way, both are HSV and both can be transferred,
so it is important to not engage in oral sex while suffering from an
oral herpes outbreak (a cold sore).
3. 1 in 4 people have herpes.
Nope. While herpes is quite common, CDC claims that the
real statistic is about one in five to six people who have genital
herpes. Nearly 80 percent of the US population has oral herpes,
typically infected during childhood or adolescence.
4. If you have herpes, you’ll pass it to your partner, even if you
don’t have a sore.
False! While you should always be practicing safe sex (birth
control, condoms, etc.), having sex with someone who has been
infected does not necessarily mean you will become infected.
There is a slight risk (about 4%, according to Just Herpes) that
the virus can be transferred through shed skin cells, but typically, herpes is only transferrable when symptoms are present. If
you’re having an outbreak, do not engage in sexual activity until
your symptoms subside. If you are still worried about passing it,
you can always talk to your doctor about antiviral medication that
suppresses symptoms.
5. I got herpes from my long-term partner—does that mean they
were unfaithful?
Absolutely not. Most people do not even know they have genital
herpes. Some may not show symptoms while others may write it
off as something else , an ingrown hair or skin condition ,letting
it disappear without seeing a healthcare professional. It does not
mean your partner is being unfaithful, but make sure to have an
open and honest discussion.
6. How can you stay protected against HSV?
The only way to stay completely protected is to not have sex or
sexual contact with anyone infected. However, according to the
Just Herpes facts page, nearly 50 million people in the United
States have genital herpes. If you really want to stay protected,
practice safe sex, get tested, and be honest with your sexual
partners about your sex-related health.
All in all, HSV is common but incredibly mild. The stigma surrounding genital herpes clouds the cold, hard facts.
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A Photo Essay of Women’s Hands
Abby Wang
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The Enlightened Complex | opinion

Anonymous
I wonder if John Locke, when he penned his acclaimed
essays that would later inspire the American Revolution,
could have guessed that hundreds of years later, foulmouthed American men on Facebook would be distorting his
work through Internet memes, gleefully spreading misogyny and racism alongside references of pop culture. Did
Voltaire know that in the 21st century, racists would excessively misquote his writings to justify their embarrassing yet
unabashed support for Islamophobic hate groups? Perhaps
Immanuel Kant, one of the most enlightened of all the Enlightenment thinkers, could have predicted that misogynists
and racists on Twitter in the year 2015 would deform his call
for reason and self-reliance into a projection of dogmatism
and bigotry.
All of these Enlightenment thinkers, and many others,
have had untold influence on Western thought and society--for better or for worse. By “worse,” I mean that however
brilliant and groundbreaking the thought of the Enlightenment Era was, no renowned Enlightenment thinker properly
instilled the capacity of analysis of multi-leveled power hierarchies into the general population. As a result, many lack
this capacity today, and the non-white, non-cis, non-male
populations of America are suffering for it.
“That the step to competence is held to be very dangerous by the far greater portion of mankind (and by the entire
fair sex) is seen to by those guardians who have so kindly
assumed superintendence over them,” wrote Immanuel
Kant in 1784. In this quote, Kant means to illustrate how the
majority of men - and all women - of his society are under
restraints of fear and lack reason. Therefore, they cannot
reach the true enlightenment of how to think for themselves.
By instilling the fear of reason and enlightenment into their
subjects, the most powerful in a society, referred to as
“guardians,” control these unenlightened men and women
like tethering cattle to a cart - his metaphor, not mine. These
ideas have influenced generations of men after him, and the
genius of his many works persists today.
“Kant believed that white males belonged at the top of
the hierarchical chain of power and affluence, which
uncoincidentally is exactly how our society works today.”
Often left out of conversations about Kant are his beliefs about women and people of color. Kant dismissed all
women and Africans as incapable of enlightenment. “They
can be educated but only as servants (slaves), that is they
allow themselves to be trained. They have many motivating
forces, are also sensitive, are afraid of blows and do much
out of a sense of honor,” Kant wrote about black people,
having also provided directions about the proper way to
whip one’s “Negro.” Here, Kant demonstrates that his
preachings of “reason” and “morality” are just as primitive as
the “incompetence” or lack of reason he condemns. Much
like many of the respected scientists and philosophers from
the Enlightenment Era, Kant was a misogynist and a white
supremacist. Kant believed that white males belonged at the
top of the hierarchical chain of power and affluence, which
uncoincidentally is exactly how our society works today. Unfortunately, as brilliant as some say he was, Kant could not
produce thought that analyzed race and gender hierarchies
in any relevant or applicable way.
Almost two and a half centuries later, much of the white,
cisgender, male American populace have adopted Kant’s
words as their own moral philosophy, vowing to resist all
attempts of control, oppose the mainstream modes of
thought that entrance the masses, and to without exception,
think for themselves. The dominant Western-style discourses of thought and validation of truth derive largely from the
writings of Enlightenment thinkers like Kant. Just as Kant
could not thoroughly or accurately analyze gender and race
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relations, many of these men have trouble understanding
the multi-leveled systems of oppression that their American
peers experience. Thus, Kant’s thinking and similar philosophies resonate strongest with a specific portion of Americans who also do not understand intersectional oppression--namely, white, cis, male-assigned men. And yet, white,
cisgender men still use his interpretations of society and
“reason” to torment women and people of color about being
truly “enlightened” and “self-aware.”
I call this the Enlightened Complex.
Those with the Enlightened Complex pride themselves
on their critical thinking abilities, their refusal adhere to
what society “wants them to think,” their capacity in logical
and reasonable thinking that surpasses all others. Ironically, all of these points of pride are in vain, because while
they fancy themselves to be the most critical thinkers,
most have absolutely no ability at all to comprehend nonKant or non-Enlightenment modes of thinking. Contrary to
the teachings of the American public education system,
the Enlightenment Era was not the only age and place in
which great thought was produced. Thus, when sufferers
of Enlightened Complex stumble across a mode of thought
that does not match up with their own, only anger, frustration, and lashing out occurs, not any learning, progress, or
multi-dimensional thinking.
I call it the Enlightened Complex, because its victims are
already so aware, so intelligent, so enlightened, that they
cannot possibly be “enlightened” again with new information
or challenges to their thoughts. Most victims are inculcated
so deeply into the cult of Enlightenment Era thinking, they
don’t even realize they’re simply regurgitating the same,
primitive lines of thought produced over two centuries ago.
Some symptoms of the Enlightened Complex are quizzical,
such as an unadulterated reverence for Banksy and quoting Marx out of context. Others are predictable, such as
victim-blaming rape survivors whose skirts were too short
at the time of the attack. Most are just dangerous, such
as being unable to empathize with the Black Lives Matter
movement, as they view black people as criminals and
therefore, suitable targets for police brutality. Some of the
biggest ones are listed below. Talk with your doctor to check
for the Enlightened Complex today.
1. Equates emotionality with irrationality. The Enlightenment Era came with a de-centralization of religion
and fear of God with an emphasis on self-reliance and
autonomy. Somehow, admirers of the Enlightenment
thinkers contorted what was first a criticism of a hyper-religious society into a downright abandonment of
all emotion and emotional thinking. Therefore, sufferers
of the Enlightened Complex automatically discredit
and dismiss all arguments that have an emotional
aspect and all arguers who exhibit even a shrivel of
emotion. For example, in the eyes of the Enlightened,
Cont. on pg. 7

Why No One “Lol’d” at Nicole Arbour’s
“Dear Fat People” | opinion

Casey Reiland
Mirrors are powerful tools. They allow people to reflect on
themselves and marvel at their appearances, admiring the
color of their eyes or the whiteness of their smiles. However,
mirrors can be weapons too. With America’s obsession over
body image, mirrors can create warped reflections of a person,
causing self-hate and humiliation over her physicality. Whether
it’s through Photoshopped advertisements or the influence of
peers, the pressure to have the “perfect” body leaves people
feeling ashamed of themselves for having another slice of pizza
or skipping a day at the gym. Usually, though, we young people attempt to ignore the cruel remarks of society by blasting
Beyonce’s “***flawless” or reading body positivity blogs, but
sometimes we lose our grip on our confidence.
On Sept. 3 over one million people sacrificed their confidence when they viewed “Dear Fat People”. The YouTube video is comprised of Nicole Arbour’s rant mocking “body positivity” hashtags, claiming “fat shaming” isn’t a valid concept, and
rudely describing a story about how she had to switch seats in
an airplane for a man who was overweight and disabled. To
say the internet famous vlogger’s video is offensive is an understatement. It is an appallingly harsh six-minute rant that left
me, and other viewers, I’m sure, cringing and infuriated. Why
did Arbour assume that she was helping people by posting this
video? How could she say, “The truth is, I will actually love you
no matter what,” yet take a stance that is exclusionary to so
many of her potential subscribers.
Days later, when Time published an interview with Arbour, I
got my answer. Arbour claimed that her fat-shaming video was
a joke, telling Time, “I feel it’s really important that we make fun
of everybody. I think [what] brings us together and unites us as
people is that we can poke fun at all of us.” She also stated that
she hoped the video would encourage people to eat healthier and exercise more. This interview would be the only time I
would ever laugh at anything Arbour had to say.
Hundreds of response videos came flooding in throughout
the week that the video was posted, many of them claiming
that Arbour was not a comedian, but, rather, a bully. Yet Arbour
failed to grasp the arguments her hurt, impassioned critics relayed to her. She did not apologize for the fatphobic content of
her video, nor for her ableist comments either. She derailed the
discussion of fatphobia and ableism immediately: in a tweet,
Arbour declared that the only reason behind the criticism of her
video was that she didn’t “look like a typical comedian.”
“If I were a guy,” she tweeted, “people would have lol’d and
moved on.”
The sexism that Arbour feels she experienced is no different
than her cruel judgement about people’s weight. If she believes
that people should be accepted equally despite their “look” or
gender, then why does she ridicule “body positivity” and harass those who struggle with health issues? Many people can’t
control their weight due to their disabilities. According to the
National Center on Birth Defects and Developmental Disability,
obesity rates are 57 percent higher for adults with disabilities
than those without, and it isn’t because these people are eating
unhealthy foods. Their medications can contribute to weight
gain, as well as a lack of accessible environments, such as
parks and exercise equipment. Arbour’s ignorance towards
those with physical and mental disabilities is further proof that
her claim of sexism is a poor excuse to explain the negative
reception of her video.
Intersectional feminists work to respect everyone no matter
what gender, race, or body size they are. No person of any
gender should feel ashamed about their appearance; instead,
we need to embrace our insecurities and stand up to the patriarchal regime that teaches us to feel embarrassed about our
flaws. For too long we have been taught to conform to socially
constructed standards of beauty, exerting ourselves for an ideal
that, in all reality, is unattainable. We, as people who live under
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these arbitrary and fatphobic principles, need to tear
down these socially institutionalized concepts of beauty and rebuild a new standard of beauty. Establishing
self-esteem through supporting each other is the first
step to accomplishing this imperative task.
In a couple of months, “Dear Fat People” will slowly
fade away from the public eye, as do most viral videos.
But it is important to remember that for some people
Arbour’s cold message will stick with them forever. A person’s body belongs only to that person, and people like
Arbour have no right to claim someone’s weight as her
own concern for the sake of poorly executed comedy.

Is Your Boyfriend in the Band?
My Experience as a Woman in the
Music Industry | personal

Olivia Marconi
After practicing for hours on end, my bandmates and
I arrived to prepare our set at Pittsburgh’s cherished
Altar Bar, an old, gritty church with a provisional stage
and bar. I eagerly introduced myself to the headlining
band, trying to contain my enthusiasm. Instead of the
usual pleasantries exchanged between bands, however, the headliners greeted me with a derisive, “You’re
opening for us?” I bit my lip and headed over to sound
check. After my bandmates and I performed one of our
best sets yet, however, that same tough guy offered us a
genuine, “I’m sorry. You guys were great!” Although that
man apologized for his condescending doubt, my question is, why did he assume that we wouldn’t be great in
the first place?
I was 15 years old when my friends and I started
attending shows at local music venues. Two friends in
particular, Kristy and Koren, shared my creative spirit
and passion for music. We were constantly surrounding
ourselves with dedicated concertgoers, music lovers,
and music makers. We wanted to be a part of this great
community of talented musicians who constantly supported each other, attended each other’s basement
concerts, and bought each other’s five-dollar GarageBand EPs. We were middling guitarists, decent pianists,
and members of our high school chorus, and Kristy had
been taking violin lessons since she could crawl. So, we
decided to become a band.
We had a blast and accomplished a lot in the two and
a half years that we made music together. We recorded an EP that eventually made its way to both iTunes
and Spotify, and the three of us were fortunate enough
to play many of the popular Pittsburgh venues where I
continue to see some of my favorite musicians play. We
even had the opportunity to open for one of our favorite
bands in March 2012. But early on, we realized that
the people around us did not think of us as just a band
- instead, we were a girl band, and it turns out that this
Cont. on pg. 7
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The Enlightened Complex (cont.)

the argument, “You should not be racist, because it hurts
my feelings,” is not valid. In connection to current politics,
the Enlightened condemn America’s black population for
exhibiting anger in response to systemic and institutional
police brutality, citing that anger is an obstacle of progress,
not a justifiable consequence of systemic oppression.
2. Assumes every conversation is a debate, not just a
conversation. People of non-cis male genders and people of color cannot even talk about their own lives without
an onslaught of the Enlightened waiting for their moment
to pounce and tear down their safe space, proving that
they’re somehow wrong about how they understand their
own life. While they are gunning to win the competition
that doesn’t exist, their “opponent” doesn’t have the privilege to de-sensitize themselves from the topic at hand
in order to apply “debate tactics” to the conversation,
because it is actually their own personal experience, not
a distant hypothetical. If one simply notes the systemic
racism within Greek culture at American universities, a
sufferer of the Enlightened Complex might retort, “Not all
Greek organizations.” Of course, this statement is technically and logically true, but it fails to recognize patterns
and institutional perpetuation of racism, because they, like
Kant and his counterparts, cannot comprehend multi-leveled power hierarchies and their consequences.
3. Demands evidence for your lived experiences. Similar to symptom no. 2, the Enlightened assumes at every
point that the burden of proof must be placed on anyone
who is not them. Firstly, burden of proof is a concept for
a courtroom, and yet, the Enlightened insist on applying
it onto situations outside of the courtroom because they
are infatuated with the ways in which Western societies
validate truth. If one woman states that she feels rape
culture is real and harmful, suddenly she has the burden of gathering and presenting all the evidence of rape
culture in a concise and digestible manner to the judge,
the Enlightened. The evidence available to “prove” rape
culture exists is so abundant and so apparent, that this
task is nothing short of exhausting, frustrating, and unnecessary. One goldfish asking another goldfish to prove that
they live in water, not air, would be a comparatively easier
task. Secondly, the woman should not have to prove that
it exists. She stating its existence in a casual conversation
is enough evidence to continue a civil discussion about her
own life.
4. Self-appoint themselves as an expert on every topic, ever. As a result of a combination of the teachings of
the Enlightenment thinkers and a deeply-rooted sense
of entitlement, sufferers of Enlightened Complex present
themselves as credible speakers on any topic they want.
Subsequently, they offer their opinions especially in locations where it is most unwelcome. A few examples include
their opinions on dress codes in high schools, racial bias in
the workplace, microaggressions, trans rights and sexuality. When accosted for these unwanted interjections,
the Enlightened always resort to the same defense: “I’m
still allowed to have my own opinion.” That one sentence
alone oozes with entitlement, and it is a bastardized
version of the principle that Kant lived by - that is, “to think
for oneself and to resist against the masses,” distorted
into, “do not listen to those who think differently than you.”
The Enlightened can have an “opinion” just as someone
without testicles could have an “opinion” about whether or
not getting kicked in the groin actually hurts.
The Complex is insidious, and there’s no immediate cure.
The most one can do to protect against it is to watch out for the
symptoms and avoid the sufferers at all costs. Don’t subject
yourself to unnecessary violence, especially since it’s likely a
lost cause.
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Is Your Boyfriend in the Band?
My Experience as a Woman in the
Music Industry (cont.)

male-dominated, so-called supportive community was
not so supportive when it came to “girl band” basement
concerts and “girl band” EPs. We were girls first, band
second, and the perception of our gender, like many
other all-women bands, limited us. Regardless of our
success and consistent, relentless practicing, we were
still labeled “girl band,” a term drenched in so much
disapproval that no one was taking our music seriously.
What’s so bad about being a girl band?
I wanted to think this label was a positive thing. We
were making a name for women in a space dictated by
men - and young women, at that. I built a greater sense
of confidence in myself, and I was thrilled that my peers
were developing inspiration from my work. Other times,
my less supportive peers instilled it in my head that my
band’s all-girl composition was the only interesting thing
we had to offer. Competitors in my high school Battle of
the Bands contest convinced me, “You only won because you’re a girl,” as if the judges thought we would
cry if they gave the title to someone else. When I would
arrive at a venue, excited and armed with my guitar,
I would stumble into the same assumption again and
again: I was either dating or sleeping with someone in
another band (Reminder: I was only 15 at the time), as if
women could never possibly hold a different place in the
music industry.
This ubiquitous attitude that women have abilities
inferior to those of men goes beyond high school Battle
of the Bands and 15-minute concerts in dirty garages.
People act as if enjoying music produced by women is
an anomaly. Indy Week newspaper recently published
an article titled “What it’s like to be a grown man whose
favorite band is three women.” Writer Brian Shaw, a
self-described “31-year-old balding male,” describes his
irrefutable, album-cover-tattooed-on-his-shoulder love
for badass, all-women rock band Sleater-Kinney. After
praising the band’s “musical strength” and “ability to funnel several distinct voices into one compelling sound,”
he begins to defend himself, as if his fandom is shameful. Shaw continues, “Someone will occasionally say it’s
strange for me, a straight white male, to be so enamored
with a ‘girl band,’ a pair of words that say very little.”
Shaw provides the name of another man who enjoys
Sleater-Kinney, just to let us know he’s not the only one.
Although Shaw’s love for the band is undeniable, this article proves that there is a stigma when it comes to men
enjoying music produced by women. Why is this? Could
it be another example of society’s attitude that the work
of men should be taken more seriously than the work of
women, and yet another example of men being valued
more than women?
Confronting the blatant sexism first hand in the music
industry was a rude awakening. You may think you
know a lot of successful, famous women musicians, but
this doesn’t mean that sexism in the music industry is
dead. Young girls are being told that drums are for boys
and being convinced that they only won Battle of the
Bands because they’re girls. When my two friends and I
decided to form a band, we were excited to become part
of a supportive community where we were encouraged
to explore our talents and interests. The shock that we
encountered soon after serves as a reminder for musicians and music-lovers to dismantle sexist cultural and
social structure and stigma if they really are passionate
about music.

Exploitative Porn | opinion

Porn is an enormous industry, raking in billions of dollars
each
year. It is directly linked to an increase in violence
Isha Madan
against women and human trafficking. According to studies
In 2005, 16-year-old Marina Hantzis entered a relationof convicted sexual assault perpetrators, consumption of
ship with a 29-year-old Ian Cinnamon. Eleven years later,
increasingly violent pornography leads these people to act
Hantzis filed a restraining order against him. Cinnamon
on increasingly violent urges. Pornography creates addicfaced charges of sexual assault, domestic violence, faking
tion and encourages sexual predators to take their fantasies
military status, and coercion of a minor into pornography.
to the next level. Some predators report becoming bored
According to Hantzis, he had “subjected to years of abuse
with their current choice of porn, eventually moving on to
and sexual assaults” and “convinced her a career in porn
something more extreme. First torture, then pedophilia, and
would be the perfect cover for his Defense Intelligence
eventually nothing is off limits. Although every viewer of
Agency position as a spy.” This story is not obscure, beporn is certainly not a maniac waiting to attack an innocent
cause the girl in question is rather well-known, but not by
person, research shows that porn warps the watcher’s perher birth name. She is the famous porn star Sasha Grey.
ception on sex, love, and women. It is fact that many people
Previous advertising campaigns for porn have used Grey are pressured and kidnapped into the industry, including
as their feminist icon, likely to dispel feminist criticisms of
young children. Homemade porn and porn made by women
the industry. In these campaigns, Grey said that she loved
is not exempt from this. Unfortunately, at its current state, it
her work and she encouraged feminists to seek out work
is difficult to consume pornography without being complicit
in pornography. Perhaps most controversially, she claimed in brutal, wide-scale abuse. A common question in response
that pornography could be feminist. Turn Off the Blue Light to this is, why don’t they simply leave? People who have not
is a similar campaign touting the advantages of the industry been in this industry or otherwise involved in sex work do
for Irish porn stars. While this campaign claims sex workers not consider the myriad reasons that a porn actress cannot,
are behind it, convicted pimp Peter McCormick is actually
or may not, choose to leave.
the mastermind behind the pro-porn parade. These pro-porn
campaigns were not feminist crusades. They were actually “According to studies of convicted sexual assault
manipulative and misleading operations that used Grey and perpetrators, consumption of increasingly violent
other abused workers to spread a facade of the “merit” of
pornography leads these people to act on increasingly
the pornography industry.
violent urges.”
Grey’s campaign was notable in that she was portrayed
as more than just a sex worker who enjoyed her job, but
It’s important that the public learns to respect the wishas a feminist who considered sex work to be empowering.
es, interests and humanity of trafficked women and sex
Her words were taken at face value, public response to
workers. Criminalizing sex work will only make people in the
Grey rarely took into account the context in which she was
industry more vulnerable to abuse, as their work is forced
speaking. She was bound by contract, had bills to pay, and underground, although legal sex work is not currently safe
depended on the industry. In light of all this, it is unsurprisor humane. Porn actresses do not all view their circuming that she lied about joining pornography of her own free
stances the same way. Some consider it sex work, others
will - her boyfriend at the time was blackmailing her.
consider themselves trafficked.
Of course, now that Grey has publicly revealed the side
Furthermore, the public must acknowledge that financial
of abuse she faced as a porn star, there are skeptics who
precarity is a huge motivator for joining the industry and that
cast doubt upon her and other former porn stars that choose there are women who would not be in the industry if they did
to speak out about their experiences with manipulation in
not need it to survive. But there are also women who prefer
the industry. One commenter on Reddit argued, “she sucked sex work to their other job options, and simply need the
and fucked her way into fame...this is just her way to gain
industry to be safer so that they can continue doing the work
some sympathy points...what better way to boost your fame they enjoy. Sex workers must not be exploited for academby attention whoring?”
ic notoriety - for example, writer Andrea Dworkin collected
Grey was clearly a victim of horrendous exploitation
Lovelace’s stories of abuse, only to ally herself with right
when she defended violent pornographic videos of hers. Her wing organizations in her movement against pornography,
more recent comments, such as those in an interview with
and not credit Lovelace for her contributions The public
TMZ, reflect her honest thoughts on pornography work.
can stop endlessly debating over whether their choices
The fact remains that Grey is not isolated in her experienc- are feminist and instead shine a light on their abusers: the
es. Consider Miriam Weeks. More commonly known as
multi-millionaire men and women who are the force behind
Belle Knox, Weeks is a Duke student who became a porn
an industry built on kidnapping, coercion, and violence in
star to pay off her college loans. While Weeks maintains
the first place.
that she does not regret her decision to join the industry and
that she is grateful it has allowed her to pay off her loans,
she has also come forward with accounts of abuse. She
reports that she was forced to perform sexual acts that had
not been outlined in her contract. She also admits that some
Special Thank You to
of the acts she did agree to in contract were far rougher
than she expected, and the acts left her terrified and shakAmi Ballo
en. “They try to figure out what makes you tick and fuck with
ami.origami@gmail.com
you,” she commented in the interview. “I remember getting
naked, and the guy said, ‘You have cuts on your legs. You’re Ami designed our wonderful The Fourth Wave logo.
a cutter.’ He could tell I had written the word ‘fat’ in my thigh,
She is a 19-year-old student at the University of
so he started calling me fat.” Jenna Jameson, Linda Lovelace, the list goes on; there is no shortage of women in porn
Pittsburgh. She has held several positions for various
who reveal their traumatic experiences later in their lives,
publications, including currently being the design
perhaps after they felt that threats from the industry were
editor for The Original Magazine at the University of
less immediate. Porn consumers received sexual gratification from the abuse of these women before their stories of
Pittsburgh.
trauma became public - and many continue to watch the
videos even after they know the truth.
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The Sexualization of Everything | personal

to be dominated in bed, is that because I suffer from internalized misogyny? And if it is, are my desires legitimate?
Attempting to rid myself of all of my potentially problematic
desires is futile at best, so what can I do with this information?
Sexuality is not only appropriated but shaped by patriarchy. Our sexualities are products of how we have been socialized. Take, for example, an entire genre of writing known
as “posh porn,” a relatively recent emergence of the 21st
century, that comprises of erotic literature written by women
for women. Something like that may seem inherently feminist on a superficial level, but upon further examination, the
common thread in the vast majority of these works is heteronormativity. Many works of posh porn feature women who
find both sexual and emotional fulfillment only through a
man. Even more still feature BDSM practices in which men
dominate them and physically abuse them. Many authors
frame such behaviors as sexually liberating.
I do not mean to condemn women who enjoy BDSM. It
is perfectly fine to enjoy being consensually dominated by
one’s partner. But across an entire literary genre, it begins
to normalize these kinds of behaviors, and it seems to frame
sexual liberation as the acceptance of domination by a (typically male) partner—in other words, it begs the question of
whether these women consider it “emancipatory” to accept
oppressive and misogynistic behaviors rather than fight
them. But that is not really freedom; that is just succumbing
to the the ways in which the patriarchy distorts women’s
sexualities.
Patriarchy works in insidious ways. It creeps in without
permission, often unnoticed, and alters even our deepest
desires and tendencies. It makes it impossible for a genre
of literature dedicated specifically to women to escape
unscathed of the fingerprints of misogyny and sexism. I
can’t even sleep with my girlfriend (let alone acknowledge
our relationship) without the male gaze somehow creeping
in and exalting it. It’s the kind of thing that has me flopping
helplessly across a professor’s desk wailing about whether
a woman can actually own anything about her sexuality under the patriarchy. Short of building our own feminist utopia
with a big “no boys allowed” sign painted out front, I am not
so sure that it is possible.

Zoe Kovacs
Late on a Friday evening, I began my journey home after
a night out. A friendly stranger offered me a slice of pizza on
the shuttle back to my dorm and I ended up accompanying
him and some friends back to his house, in which I found
several fraternity brothers. Later, on my way out the door, a
drunken frat boy insisted that I tell him who I hooked up with
that night, since apparently that’s the only feasible reason I
was in his house. I geared up for my favorite line: “I have a
girlfriend.”
There’s a certain satisfaction that comes with saying
that to men. It packs a punch, and it shuts down any and all
related questions. It’s the ultimate rejection, saying, “Don’t
bother, you don’t have what I want anyway.” In general, it
tends to do the trick.
Only sometimes, it doesn’t.
Sometimes - like this night - instead of a respectful surrender and retreat, I get the other typical response, one that
turns my preferred form of rejection on its heel and makes
me regret having said anything in the first place. By the time
I hear the beginnings of, “That’s so hot, I’m so glad she said
that,” I’m already halfway down the street.
Let’s be clear: our perfectly stereotypical frat brother was
not glad because he’s happy for my girlfriend and me. He’s
happy because of the images that are now running through
his head about what she and I do together privately. Somehow, my relationship - a relationship between two women
that by definition excludes men - is still not safe from sexualization by any man that happens to hear that it exists.
When I talk about my girlfriend and a man comments
on how “hot” it is that I’m gay, I’ve been forcibly sexualized.
When a woman walks down the street, minding her own
business - perhaps even wearing a baggy sweatshirt and
jeans - and a man whistles at her, she has been forcibly
sexualized. When a nun immediately stirs up thoughts of
virginity, she has been forcibly sexualized. And thus is the
pervasive nature of patriarchy, and the widespread tendency of the sexualization of basically any aspect of being a
woman, regardless of how unprovoked or unwanted such
attention might be.

“Arts and Crap”:
Is Women’s Art Taken Seriously? | opinion

Kat Mullavey | guest writer
When I look at the covers of the magazines lining the
checkout counter of Giant Eagle, I see them exactly as they
existed in 1954, with the exception of “20 DIY Christmas
Ideas!” plastered across Jennifer Aniston’s tits. Good job,
everyone. We have at least broken the mold of sexual conservatism. “How useful,” I think, dripping with sarcasm.
Every magazine dedicated to craft, hobby, or skill that is
also marketed towards women is oozing with a patriarchal
misconception of femininity: “Lose Your Baby Weight in 30
Days by Eating These Super Foods,” “45 Sweet Treat Ideas
To Do With Your Kids,” “259 DIY Home Decorating Tips But #57 Requires Scissors SO Make Sure Your Husband
Helps.” The mythical “domestic goddess” from days of old,
once referred to as “the feminine mystique,” is back and
The male gaze is so pervasive, men created telescopes to now she has “69 Hot Tips to Please Your Man.”
expand it. Photo from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HistoThis is something I come across pretty frequently as both
ry_of_the_telescope#/media/File:Emblemata_1624.jpg.
a woman and a badass crochet extraordinaire: certain activRecognizing the absurdity of the matter, but it’s pracities and hobbies are pigeonholed as appropriate for this or
tically impossible to distance oneself from it. Constant
that gender. Leisure activities appropriated to men (such as
sexualization is a reminder that women don’t actually own
wood carving, metalwork, and carpentry) require “skill” and
anything about themselves under patriarchy. Persistent and “training,” and they can be viewed as a “specialized trade
widespread invasions of patricharcial entitlement over wom- skill.” For women, however, it’s the likes of simple “how to”
en’s sexuality and their lives start to affect subconscious be- levels of DIY crafts. Soldering guns are sold separately for
haviors and desires. If I want to be a stay-at-home mom and either gender - for men, it’s at Lowe’s in a bulky Craftsman
have five babies, is that a desire of my own invention, or is box. For women, it’s in the jewelry section of JoAnn Fabrics
that something that patriarchy has instilled in me? If I want
Cont. on pg. 10
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“Arts and Crap”:
Is Women’s Art Taken Seriously? (cont.)

Sources

in a purple case next to some plastic flower beads. Both genders
use the exact same tool (that is thankfully sold at the same price)
for heating up metal to the point of melting and fusing it with another piece of metal. But the patriarchy says that women are too
fragile to use such a “dangerous” tool that requires skill and thus
package it like a children’s toy. Masculinity is so fragile that it needs
to be sold in the same place that sells circular saws, and there
need to be lots of images of rugged, sweaty men who are covered
in dirt and wearing welder’s helmets. It’s just a fucking soldering
gun for shit’s sake. It isn’t that complicated - a soldering gun does
not belong in the same area of the store as dangerous machinery.
I’ve been to Lowe’s, okay. Some of that shit is more easily assembled than IKEA furniture. You aren’t fooling anyone.
Women are left to be considered nothing more than dumpy hobbyists. Always motherly, always homemaking, and, most importantly, never skilled. Talented! Talent is inherited - but skill is attained.
Women are called “naturals” at cooking and decorating. Obviously,
this is isn’t true - my boyfriend can attest that I can freehand paint
an anatomically correct skull, yet have burned nearly everything
I’ve cooked in front of him. Women dominate the idiot’s guide to
home decor that is Pinterest. What Pinterest proves is that women’s abilities at image manipulation are far more advanced than
their capabilities at decorating (yes, those unachievable photos of
final products on Pinterest are often photoshopped - the real things
are just too impossible to make). Things created by women are for
other women (and children, but to some, ha, what’s the difference!
Am I right?!) Creations that are easily replicated, unlike a man’s
handcrafted hickory rocking chair, apparently.
Turn on the Food Network. Who is on? Is it Emeril Lagasse,
Mario Batali, or Bobby Flay? Or possibly Rachael Ray, Paula Deen,
or Giada De Laurentiis? All of these people are celebrity chefs (with
the exception of Ray, who is considered a “celebrity cook”), but
the men have one key distinction from the women: they look like
chefs. Google the names of those men, then look at the photos of
them above their quick Wiki biographies: they are all wearing crisp,
clean, starched chef’s coats. The women are wearing either aprons
or street clothes. When a man cooks he is a chef, a professional,
and he looks like one. When a woman cooks that is to be expected. Many young men might stray away from reading the likes of
magazines like Better Homes and Gardens because the front
cover is full of pastel photos of floral arrangements and beds that
have more pillows on them than the amount of times the average
couple might have sex in a month. Towering cakes and a portrait of
a celebrity stylist, who is typically a woman. The heavily gendered
marketing would cause men to stray away from simple activities
like cooking or gardening - because men aren’t concerned about
making a meal that will help them battle that stubborn baby weight.
We must send the message to these magazines’ marketing
teams that these activities are not gender specific. Outside of the
so-obsessed realm of genitals, in the reality of day-to-day life, our
individual activities are relatively ambiguous. Originally, both men
and women used makeup, for example. Then, the social dynamic
was obstructed and manipulated to create the idea that women
needed the aid of these materials to appear “more feminine.” Shaving was typically only done by men, until razor companies wanted
bigger sales. All of the sudden, women were expected shave their
legs and underarms.Then there is the lovely “pink tax”, where
women’s razors are more expensive than men’s despite the fact
that they are not as advanced or designed to fit our bodies. Even
centuries ago, Victorian era painters edited classic art dating as far
back as the Renaissance to make the women look more submissive and adhere to their ideals of beauty. We’ve been tricked into
thinking that certain activities are ascribed to certain genders, but
if we peel back the layers and lies of time, we see that these are
things that we can all do together.
Gentlemen, if you want to learn how to cross stitch, then learn.
Ladies, if you want to pick up carpentry or welding, then do so.
Soon enough, marketing companies will see we don’t adhere to
their ideals of what constitutes our genders.
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